
Spirit Lake/Toutle-Cowlitz River Collaborative 

Meeting Summary: April 14th, 2022 | 9:30am - 12pm (via WebEx)    
Facilitators - William D. Ruckelshaus Center (Chris Page, Kara Whitman, Maggie Counihan)  

https://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/projects/current-projects/spirit-lake/  
(Meeting chat notes included as Appendix A)   

Meeting Goals:  

• Update from Committees: Data/Info, Finance (DECISION) 

• Review progress made towards Phase 1 goals 

• Consider collection of ideas compiled toward a work plan 

• Decide whether/when to meet in person 

Meeting Attendees 
Representing Sovereign State, Federal, and Tribal Governments  

• Christina Donehower, Erik White—Cowlitz Indian Tribe 

• Karl Ahlen, Chris Budai, Valerie Ringold, Liza Wells—US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)  

• Matt Gerlach, Rich Doenges—WA Dept. Of Ecology 

• Dave Howe, Kessina Lee—WA Dept of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)  

• Jacquelyn Dent, Steve Ogden—WA Dept. of Natural Resources (WADNR)  

• Angela Elam, Gordan Grant, Rebecca Hoffman, Sue Ripp, Eric Veach—US Forest Service (USFS) 

• Jon Major—US Geologic Survey (USGS) 

 Representing Local Governments & Special Purpose Districts 

• Dave Vorse—City of Castle Rock  

• Amy Blain—Cowlitz Consolidated Diking District #1 

• Susan Eugenis, Jim Mallett, Dennis Weber—Cowlitz County 

• Darin Houpt –Cowlitz Conservation District 

• Bill Fashing—Cowlitz-Wahkiakum Council of Governments (CWCOG) 

• Andrew Hamilton—City of Kelso 

• Steve Manlow—Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board 

• Amy Boyd, Lisa Hendriksen—Port of Longview 

 Representing U.S. Congressional Offices 

• Sarah Kohout—US Senator Maria Cantwell’s Office 

• Anthony Peña—US Senator Patty Murray’s Office  

• Colin Swanson—US Rep. Jaime Herrera Beutler’s Office 

 Representing other Interested Stakeholders  

• Molly Whitney, Ashley Short—Cascade Forest Conservancy 

• Kelley Jorgensen, Paul Woerrlein—HDR, Inc. 

• Mark Smith—Public, Business Owner (EcoPark) 

• Lukas Speckhardt—WSU Student 

 
Introductions and Agenda Review 
Chris Page went through the meeting ground rules/protocols and the agenda. Chris asked that all 
participants put their name and affiliations in the chat.  
 

https://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/projects/current-projects/spirit-lake/
bookmark://_Appendix_A/


Update from Committees: Data/Info, Finance (DECISION) 
Finance Working Group: met once since last SLTCRC meeting to discuss potential state funding, what 
might go into a systemwide workplan, and the process for the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for 
continued facilitation. The state legislature provided $90,000 via the Department of Ecology (Ecology) to 
fund another year of facilitation and coordination for the SLTCRC. Ecology has asked the group to confirm 
that the money be spent through the CWCOG. 

DECISION: Does the SLTCRC (named in the legislative proviso that funds the next year of SLTCRC work), 
agree that its “administrative coordination entity” (CWCOG) should be the agency to whom the WA 
Department of Ecology passes the $90,000? APPROVED 

Also: Should the Finance Committee shift its focus, add people or organizational representation (if 
desired) and become a coordinating committee (draft workplans, meeting agendas etc.)? The 
workgroup will discuss this at their April 14th meeting and report back to the SLTCRC. The Finance 
Committee will also serve as the group to work through the RFQ process for a facilitator and will bring their 
recommendations to the full collaborative.  

Data Management/Information Working Group 
Chris Page reminded the group of what this workgroup discussed at their first meeting and the last full 
collaborative meeting. The group has not met again since the first meeting but will meet in the next few 
weeks. Update: meeting scheduled for Wednesday April 27th, 2022. Chris reminded the group of the draft 
goals outlined by the Information working group (not decided upon, these are just ideas). 

Draft Longer-term Goals for the information work group: 
1. Establish an online sediment management information hub that will:  

a. make sediment-related reports, journal papers and conference presentations available,  
b. provide weblinks to relevant data sources (USGS, USFS, NMFS, USACE, Universities etc.), and  
c. ensure all parties are well informed regarding sediment processes, issues, and management  

2. Continue to provide info to facilitate exploration of how stakeholders might continue to contribute 
to envisaging a long-term sediment solution that has the aims of:  

a. continuing to meet authorized levels of protection for ensuring public safety,   
b. doing so in a manner that does not jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered 

species or threatened species, or result in the destruction or adverse modification of 
designated critical habitat,  

c. leveraging the potential of floodplains to trap and retain sediment, and  
d. supporting restoration of at least some of the sediment-related, river-wetland-floodplain 

functions and socio-economic benefits that have been absent in the Toutle-Cowlitz system 
since the eruption. 

Q&A/Discussion 
Regarding Information work group draft goals 

• Q. The second goal talks about actions that do not preclude recovery or result in jeopardy but moving 
recovery forward is different. How do these different layers relate to what the information workgroup 
has put forth? A. These are different than the Phase 1 goals for the full group, which focus more on 
establishing the collaborative.  

• C. The language in the full collaborative’s goals talks about making things better for species and 
habitats. Can we reframe “…in a manner that does not jeopardize the continued existence of any 



endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of 
designated critical habitat” to the positive? Note: bring this to the information workgroup to discuss. 

• Q. What are the boundaries for solutions that the collaborative should consider? 

• C. Liza Wells. 2nd item stretches a bit farther than the intent of the group. We need to make sure we 
have the right person on the workgroup. Paul is an information expert; the second item is more about 
planning side of things (the right person might be Valerie). 

• C. Jon: these were just ideas that were being bounced around by that group. They are just ways of 
thinking about solutions, not set in stone. Broad scale ideas to help the collaborative have context. 

 

Review Progress on Phase 1 goals 
Chris Page reminded the group of the purpose of the collaborative during Phase 1: “to facilitate the 
development of a collaborative consortium to address long-term management of the Spirit Lake, Toutle/ 
Cowlitz system...”. Chris went over the main accomplishments completed to date based on the project 
goals for Phase 1. 

• Developed a shared vision and set of shared interests included in the Operating Protocols.  

• Finalized its Declaration of Cooperation (DOC), so far signed by 18 of 20 local, state, Tribal, and federal 
participating governments.  

• Finalized and adopted Operating Protocols that expand on the DOC to articulate the organization 
structure, roles and responsibilities, governance, meeting, and communications protocols for the 
collaborative. 

All Phase 1 Goals and Accomplishments:  

• Signed Declaration of Cooperation by all governments. [DoC finalized, 19 of 20 entities have signed as of 
this date]   

• Develop and agree upon shared vision for the whole basin and a mission statement for the 
collaborative. [completed]   

• Agree upon a set of common interests or shared values. [completed]   

• Develop working list/database of agency authorities, roles and commitments, projects and timelines, 
legally binding agreements, existing metrics and what should be updated (e.g., flood protection levels). 
[in progress, developed a working spreadsheet of current projects, missions/mandates, and authorities]   

• Identify collective issues and risk concerns. [ongoing]   

• Increased trust, stronger relationships, deeper understanding of each other’s needs, and agreement to 
act with awareness of others’ perspectives. [ongoing, difficult to measure, based on polling at meetings, 
the fact that all parties engaged and willing to continue indicates increasing levels of trust]   

• Recognition by the U.S. Congressional delegation, Washington State Legislature, and Governor of the 
need for a successful, long-term collaborative group to comprehensively address the challenges 
associated with long-term sediment management in the system. [evidenced by 100% attendance by 
representatives from U.S. Congressional delegation; allocation by WA State Legislature of $90,000 in 
proviso funds for another year that will allow it to identify longer-term funding mechanism; Governor’s 
office maintaining open communication and providing guidance]   

• Identify paths to continue collaborative group long-term. [in progress: agreed to have CWCOG serve as 
administrative coordinator and contracting entity, plan to issue an RFQ for facilitation, created a 
Finance Committee operating with a cost-share model, with committed contributions totaling $25,000 
for continued facilitation and coordination]   

• Acquisition of operational funding to support the collaborative over a three-year period. [Finance 
Committee formed to consider & recommend long-term support. The SLTCRC has received congressional 



support through a $90,000 allocation in the State budget (via WA Dept of Ecology) for the 2022-23 fiscal 
year, $25,000 verbally committed by local government participants of the Collaborative]   

• Prioritized list of actions to pursue that contribute to the long-term management of the system and the 
safety and economic wellbeing of downstream communities. [ongoing—workplan is giving form to this]   

• Pursue at least one action as a group during this phase of developing a collaborative. [SLTCRC has 
developed & approved DoC/OPs, formed a workgroup to consider options for an information 
clearinghouse to educate and support work in the basin; and coordinated to provide letters of support 
for conservation projects] 

Q&A/Discussion Regarding Phase 1 Goals: 

• C. Increased trust and stronger relationships. It is one thing to think about this in a virtual environment, 
but a different world in person. We will be able to gauge the improvement of trust more effectively 
when we are in person. Allows for side conversations to check in with each other. How do we measure 
this? 

• C. Dennis Weber: to help build trust, some agencies that cannot ask for funds and we must remember 
to honor those limitations and understand their processes, so we don’t mislead the public in thinking 
that agencies are making decisions that they are not allowed to make. 

 
Updates by meeting participants  

• Dennis Weber: Need to consider the impact of weather on the watershed. The Cowlitz County Engineer, 
Susan Eugenis, can provide more detail on some of the more recent road damage and other 
emergencies they are dealing with in the watershed. They had a recent major event in the watershed. 
What help would they need? Susan reported about an event at Tower Road Feb. 28th in the Castle Rock 
area of the Toutle River. Over 4 inches of rain happened in a brief period causing the culverts to be 
washed out. Culverts have been around since the eruption. Rock Creek is working itself back to its pre-
eruption location. Currently we have a hole about a hundred feet long 20 ft deep. This is a direct result 
of some of the side issues that they are dealing with. Infrastructure is still impacted by the eruption.  

• Q. Needs? A. To get disaster relief money, we are working with WSDOT – but it is not being 
declared as a statewide emergency so there is no federal funding available. 

• Dave Howe: The WDFW Habitat Biologist George Fornes has been involved issuing emergency Hydraulic 
Project Approvals for that type of infrastructure repair. They stand at the ready if they need any 
assistance from WDFW. 

• Dennis Weber: in the last month they have had two members of Congress visit and look at the 
sediment retention structure. Damn removal in the Gorge is also impacting the infrastructure – a very 
real example of sediment flow. 

• Andrew Hamilton: The City of Kelso’s rainy well water system is currently in diminished capacity 
because of the sediment buildup in our adjoining river. They are purchasing water from the City of 
Longview because of this. 

• Dave Vorse: City of Castle Rock has been impacted by the same event Susan discussed. They had to 
pump water out of the river and the quantity of sediment affected their ability to get the water out. 
They were able to keep people from flooding, but it took a huge effort. This is affecting us now and will 
only get worse, impacting economic development. 

• Colin Swanson noted that folks from the State have echoed these concerns to Rep. Herrera-Beutler’s 
office, which will continue to work with you all on this issue.  

• Dave further noted that the Army Corp is vital to assist in this by providing monitoring at the right time 
of year and correct places so they can get accurate and useful information. They need cooperation of 



the state agencies as well. In the past the Corp has hoped to use “flushing”, but this is not likely a good 
approach anymore. We need to talk about how to get that riverbed down. What we are doing is 
treating the symptoms. We need to act sooner for the communities downstream. 

 
Consider Ideas Compiled toward a Workplan 
Chris Page opened this discussion of the draft work plan by asking Valerie Ringold of the Army Corp of 
Engineers (USACE) to provide a clearer picture of what can or cannot move forward from the USACE 
perspective. USACE has parameters that need to be realized when looking at proposed projects in the draft 
workplan. 

Valerie clarified that the monitoring that USACE does for downstream sediment informs what the Levels of 
Protection (LOPs) are for the downstream levees. They have a Congressional Authority (a legal mandate) to 
meet certain LOPs. They. also do surveys on the Columbia River for informing navigation channel 
maintenance. The Limited Reevaluation Report for sediment management in the system requires that they 
use the most cost-effective option. Anything that was screened as an option but not used was either not 
cost effective or not as efficient at meeting the objectives. 

Section 408 analysis would be required for many of the proposed project ideas in the draft workplan now 
that the USACE has an authorization to continue work at the Sediment Retention Structure (SRS) and the 
Fish Collection Facility and continued operation of downstream levees and the navigation channel. If any 
project might impact those efforts, the initiating entity would have to analyze potential impacts. That 
analysis would be reviewed by USACE to make sure the alteration does not have an impact on the work as 
authorized, then USACE would approve or deny the project moving forward. 

There is a place on USACE website that points to the Section 408 process. Then they will get the right folks 
assigned to coordinate with them and give advice. Similar to the preapplication process for a Section 404 
process. USACE will often do those analyses together (404 and 408). 

There are several references to USACE authorities. They do not initiate those authorities; they come 
through U.S. Congress and often initiate from a local proponent. USACE cannot go out and dredge up their 
own business. A local proponent must come forward with a project and then they see if there is an interest 
in moving forward. (Planning assistance, floodplain management, ecosystem restoration etc.)  

Q&A/COMMENT 

• C. Steve Manlow: the Section 408 process does not preclude modification of USACE projects – but there 
is a process that they must go through, and it can be a complicated process.  

Breakout Rooms Activity 
Participants were randomly assigned to breakout rooms and provided with a link to the Workplan and 
these Guiding questions to consider (to help prioritize). 

• Is it compatible with partners’ missions/mandates, budgets etc.?  

• What can the collaborative forum provide and who is needed? (Have a scribe who fills out the table, 
sharing screen w/group—others will be working on it at same time so try to work together.) 

Representatives from the U.S. Congressional offices did not participate in the breakout rooms, but stayed 
on to listen to the outcomes. The breakout rooms were open for about 45 minutes then called back to 
report out to the full group. The following is a brief summary of those reports. 

Breakout Rooms Report Out 
Breakout Group 1: Kelley Jorgensen (HDR) reported: 



• This group talked about levee improvements for some specific low spots that need raising, discussing 
stakeholders, project planning, identifying funding mechanisms and partnerships and some data needs. 
They also touched on the need for communication and coordination among the cities, Cowlitz County, 
and the Army Corps.  

• Communication need: under scientific research and data, request from city of castle rock to sit down 
with Corp to talk about the sediment data and analysis – who and concerns.  

Group 2: Susan Eugenis reporting out (with Chris, Erik, Mark): 

• Discussed the potential to add broadband up the corridor to improve access to museum and recreation 
sites. 

• Talked about ideas and how they went through and made comments on some of the items in the 
spreadsheet.  

Group 3: Paul Woerrlein (HDR) reported out: 

• They talked about large wood structures, and what their intent would be. 

• They discussed fish access, opening the channel up to Spirit Lake – a bit more challenging as it would be 
excavating in the sediment plain. 

• Talked about the Fish Retention facility and release site improvements.  

• Talked about the wild horse project, what is the interaction/relevance? Strong tribal connection to the 
wild horses (in the Silver Lake area)  

Breakout Room 4: Bill Fashing reported out: 

• Added a few things to the list. They did not get into the weeds on any project ideas but had big picture 
discussion about several of them. This is the first phase, starting the process to figure out what the 
group can and should be working on with the goal of prioritizing them at some point.  

• Maybe the full group could do some in person prioritization at the next few meetings? 

Q&A/DISCUSSION  

• Q (Dave Howe): There are many ways to answer the question, “Are the ideas…consistent with agency 
mandates or missions (question 5)? This may need to be refined over time as it is a complex question. 

• C. For advancing this work, the Finance Committee has served as sort of a coordinating/steering work 
group. The information management workgroup can bring a lot to the table in terms of resources/ 
information. The idea emerged for the Finance Committee to take on the role officially of a 
coordinating or steering committee. Bill Fashing explained that the committee did discuss this a bit and 
will make this an agenda item at its next meeting. 

• C (Dave Howe): we got volunteers for the finance committee by asking who would volunteer from 
state, tribal, local, and federal governments. To form a steering committee, we may need to focus more 
on getting broader representation. 

ACTION ITEM: Kara Whitman to send out poll to determine a change of Date for the May meeting and the 

June Meeting. (COMPLETE) UPDATE: The May meeting has been moved ahead by one day to Wednesday 

May 11th and will be in person. The June meeting may be paired with site visits later in the day. The June 

meeting has been moved to Thursday June 16th (Both planned to be held at Cowlitz County Museum, 405 

Allen St., Kelso, WA 98626). 

 



Appendix A 
Meeting Chat Transcript 

April 14, 2022     9:32 AM     from Dennis Weber to everyone: Good Morning from DC! 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Anthony Peña to everyone: Anthony Pena, Senator Murray's 
Office SW WA Director, and def L! 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Andrew Hamilton to everyone: Andrew Hamilton  
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Paul Woerrlein to everyone: Paul Woerrlein, HDR, K 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Ashley Short, Cascade Forest Conservancy to everyone: Ashley 
Short, Cascade Forest Conservancy, photo A 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Chris Page to everyone: Chris Page, Ruckelshaus Center, C 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Jacquelyn Dent - DNR Rivers Dist to everyone: K for sure 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Steve Ogden to everyone: Steve Ogden, WA DNR (K) 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Castle Rock, David Vorse to everyone: David Vorse - F 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Karl Ahlen to everyone: E 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Sarah Kohout, U.S. Senator Cantwell- SW WA Outreach to everyone:
 Sarah Kohout, Senator Cantwell's office. L for me! 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Amy Boyd to everyone: Amy Boyd, Port of Longview. F.  
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Kara Whitman to everyone: Kara Whitman, Ruckelshaus Center. I 
would like to say C, but mostly I.  
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Lukas Speckhardt WSU to everyone: Lukas Speckhardt, WSU 
student. Photo E! 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Amy Blain to everyone: Amy Blain - Most definitely K! 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Liza Wells to everyone: Liza Wells - USACE, F  
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Andrew Hamilton to everyone: Andrew Hamilton - City of 
Kelso - E Da Bear 
April 14, 2022     9:40 AM     from Mark Smith to everyone: E  
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Sue Ripp to everyone: Sue Ripp - M 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Steve Manlow, LCFRB to everyone: Good Morning, Steve Manlow, 
LCFRB. Definitely Photo M, too much on the plate, something will fall off. 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Erik White to everyone: Erik White,  Cowlitz Indian Tribe,  E 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Colin Swanson Jaime Herrera Beutler to everyone: Colin Swanson 
Congresswoman Jaime Herrera Beutler, A 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Rich Doenges to everyone: Rich Doenges, Dept of Ecology, Toggle 
between D and H... 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Rebecca Hoffman - GPNF to everyone: Rebecca Hoffman - Gifford 
Pinchot NF - Half F - Half H 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Dennis Weber to everyone: GCowlitz County BOCC -G 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Matt G to everyone: Matt Gerlach, ECY, K but sometimes H 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Darin Houpt to everyone: Darin Houpt, Cowlitz Conservation 
District, E 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Lisa Hendriksen to everyone: Definately F, but today D  
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Molly Whitney CFC to everyone: Molly Whitney, Executive 
Director, Cascade Forest Conservancy (C) 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Dave Howe to everyone: Dave Howe, WDFW. Joining late, 
sorry. 



April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from angela.elam to everyone: Angie Elam, GPNF  - Love the little guy 
in "L" 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from kessina lee to everyone: Kessina Lee, WDFW, E, often I. 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Valerie Ringold Portland District Corps to everyone: Valerie RIngold 
- Portland District Corps of Engineers: maybe H - trying to hide from the work that piled up while on 
vacation! 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Susan Eugenis to everyone: G - That is how I am greeting 
everyone who comes to my door asking me to add this little item to my list 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from Christina Donehower to everyone: Christina Donehower, Cowlitz 
Indian Tribe, K 
April 14, 2022     9:41 AM     from PW-MallettJ to everyone: Jim Mallett, Cowlitz County 
Reclamation  photo "M" 
April 14, 2022     9:43 AM     from Maggie Counihan to everyone: sorry! my powerpoint crashed. pulling 
it back up 
April 14, 2022     9:47 AM     from Amy Blain to everyone: what is the $90k being used for? 
April 14, 2022     9:57 AM     from Steve Ogden to everyone: Thought we sent that to you Chris?  
(DNR) 
April 14, 2022     9:58 AM     from Steve Ogden to everyone: I am looking... you bet!  
April 14, 2022     10:14 AM     from Liza Wells to everyone: I have to drop off but Valerie is on the line. 
We joined a round table yesterday with Senator Cantwell and enjoyed the snowy adventure hike up to the 
SRS with everyone. Thanks! 
April 14, 2022     10:15 AM     from Kara Whitman to everyone: thank you Liza, have a great day! 
 April 14, 2022     10:17 AM     from Sarah Kohout, U.S. Senator Cantwell- SW WA Outreach to everyone:
 Huge thank you to everyone that attended the roundtable and tour of the SRS with Senator 
Cantwell! If anyone wants to follow up with me, please let me know. My phone is 360-773-8418 and my 
email is sarah_Kohout@cantwell.senate.gov.  
April 14, 2022     10:24 AM     from Dave Howe to everyone: Thanks for the update Susan. I know 
our Habitat Biologist George Fornes has been very involved issuing emergency HPA's for a lot of this 
infrastructure repair. We stand at the ready if you need any assistance from us. Thanks. 
April 14, 2022     10:24 AM     from Susan Eugenis to everyone: Thanks Dave, George is good to work 
with. 
April 14, 2022     10:27 AM     from Colin Swanson Jaime Herrera Beutler to everyone: Echos these 
concerns, and we want to continue to work with you all on this issue.  
April 14, 2022     10:32 AM     from kessina lee to everyone: I have to drop off for an hour. I'll try 
to hop back on and hear the breakout report outs. 
April 14, 2022     10:32 AM     from Kara Whitman to everyone: Thanks Kessina  
April 14, 2022     10:33 AM     from Valerie Ringold Portland District Corps to everyone: Maybe just to 
clarify the monitoring work that USACE does for downstream sediment is associated with informing what 
the Levels of Protection are for the downstream levees as we have a Congressional Authority (legal 
mandate) to meet certain LOPs. We also do surveys on the Columbia River for informing navigation channel 
maintenance  
April 14, 2022     10:39 AM     from Castle Rock, David Vorse to everyone: speakers voice appears to be 
muffled. I am not able capture all the content she is saying. Can you summarize? 
April 14, 2022     10:40 AM     from Kara Whitman to everyone: here are my raw notes: Section 408 
analysis. Now that we have an authorization to continue to do work at the SRS and fish collection facility 
and continued operation of downstream levees and navigation channel. If any project impacts on those 



efforts, they will have to be reviewed by Army Corp to make sure the alteration does not impact their work 
as authorized. Anything that would increase sediment or level of protection or impact how they operate 
and maintain the channel, would have to be reviewed by Army Corp, the analysis would have to be done by 
those who want to do the project. then would approve or deny the project moving forward. 
April 14, 2022     10:50 AM     from Valerie Ringold Portland District Corps to everyone: Maybe one 
other clarification on Section 408 - it includes projects that we have turned over to local sponsors to 
operate and maintain for example the downstream levee districts 
April 14, 2022     11:40 AM     from Jacquelyn Dent - DNR Rivers Dist to everyone: Ours popped up in the 
individual chat rooms 
April 14, 2022     11:45 AM     from Jacquelyn Dent - DNR Rivers Dist to everyone: Thank you Bill! 
April 14, 2022     11:58 AM     from Jon Major to everyone: Doodle poll or when2meet poll? 
 
 


